“Gulf Islamic Investments” provides support to Rashid Center for determined ones

Dubai: 11 October 2018

“Gulf Islamic Investments” has provided support to Rashid Center for determined ones, as part
of its corporate responsibility and its belief in the role of leading financial institutions in helping all efforts to develop communities and empower determined ones.

The “Center” sees education in its broader sense, this means that they educate and support
everyone, as a whole person, in the context of their family and social life., each aspect of
learning for life is evaluated, addressed and taught along with the achievement of appropriate
academic skills.

The Rashid Center for determined ones was established in 1994, and faced many challenges,
perhaps at the forefront of which is to raise the community's awareness of the issues and concerns of this group of society, the “Centre” has accelerated the development of vocational
training and rehabilitation programs that have prompted some of our students to get job offers.
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About Gulf Islamic Investments LLC
Gulf Islamic Investments LLC (GII) is a UAE-based financial services company regulated by the
Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority (ESCA). Gulf Islamic Investments is committed
to providing advisory to a diverse set of unique and well-structured investment opportunities
to its clients, with a view to achieve superior returns in the fields of real estate, private equity,
venture capital and infrastructure.
Under the leadership of a committed group of prominent shareholders and investors, GII’s
team enjoys a track record of managing US$2.5 billion in assets and securing US$5.5 billion in
debt and in excess of US$1.0 billion in equity and M&A financing.
The origin of GII comes from UNFC, which was established in 2004 and rebranded in May
2014.
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